
Data protection declaration - Information in accordance with Art. 13 of the Basic Data 

Protection Ordinance (DS-GVO) on the DEKRA Serviceportal: 

 

We are happy to welcome you to our DEKRA Serviceportal. 

The electronic customer portal is operated by DEKRA Automobil GmbH with its registered 

office in Stuttgart, Germany (hereinafter "DEKRA") as your responsible body for the following 

purpose: 

The web-based IT solution serves to monitor and archive the services performed by DEKRA, 

including the associated test reports and documents. As a digital interface to the customer, it 

combines the range of services of DEKRA Automobil GmbH in the automotive and industrial 

sectors. The DEKRA Serviceportal is primarily a display platform and serves both the customer 

as well as authorized DEKRA experts and commercial staff for documenting the test results 

(test history), monitoring deadlines and due dates. Customers can conveniently check all past, 

current and upcoming testing measures and deadlines. It offers the customer a comprehensive 

overview of all tests, expert opinions, evaluations and results on a specific test object 

(vehicle/object detail view) as well as of all services at one location or across locations (service 

overview). Test objects can be for instance vehicles, elevators, machines and plants or much 

more from the service spectrum of DEKRA Automobil GmbH. For individual services in the 

area of work and health, the customer has the option of recording a result in the DEKRA 

Serviceportal after processing defects himself. 

The DEKRA Serviceportal can also be configured individually and extended with external 

reports, own tests and safety-relevant documents, for example, in order to obtain a complete 

overview of all own plants, test results and safety-relevant documents in the DEKRA 

Serviceportal. Additional documents such as invoices or operating instructions can be 

uploaded to the electronic file for each industrial object checked or manually created by the 

customer. 

You can be notified by e-mail at configurable intervals about results, due dates or recently 

provided services (notification function). 

Using a download function, an authorized DEKRA employee can download several documents 

(test reports), service documents (test protocols, photos, etc.) and manually entered customer 

documents in a bundled ZIP file for the customer. To request this service, please address the 

responsible DEKRA branch office. 

From the DEKRA Serviceportal you can send information or tasks by e-mail, for instance to 

your employees, maintenance or service companies (e-mail dispatch). E-mail addresses that 

you enter there will not be stored or further processed. 

DEKRA always collects and stores your name and e-mail address (hereinafter "account data") 

to set up your account. The legal basis for data protection is Art. 6 Para. 1 lit.a DS-GMO. You 

need your account to use the DEKRA Serviceportal. In addition, DEKRA saves further data 

and documents on your individual business relationship with DEKRA, e.g. test reports, expert 

opinions, etc. (hereinafter "customer data"; account data and customer data together 

hereinafter also "your data"). Special types of personal data (i.e. information on racial and 

ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, 

health or sex life) are only collected if this is required by law or for your individual business 

relationship with DEKRA. 

  



You can view your data online at any time in the DEKRA Serviceportal. Please note that you 
are responsible for your own data. Therefore, please ensure that the information that we 
enter for you in the electronic DEKRA Serviceportal may be stored there and is complete and 
correct. 
 
The confidentiality of your data is a matter of course for us and it must be ensured that no 

unauthorized persons can access your data. We take this need for protection into account as 

part of DEKRA's Information Security Management. Your data is protected against 

unauthorized access through encrypted transmission, encrypted storage, a role and 

authorization concept, a data backup concept, and physical security measures for the servers. 

The DEKRA Serviceportal can be adapted individually for each user according to the 

authorization scheme (writing/reading access), and visibility to specific locations and operating 

sites can be restricted. 

DEKRA uses your data for processing the existing business relationship with you, in particular 

for creating and managing users and for recording user actions. At your request (your consent 

will be explicitly requested) we will also pass on your data to other DEKRA companies within 

Germany. In this case, the responsible body for your data will be the respective 

receiver/responsible DEKRA company. There is no cross-border transfer within the DEKRA 

Group outside Germany. 

Your data will always only be passed on to the relevant specialist departments of DEKRA that 

have a "need-to-know". DEKRA's testing, expert opinions and industry departments are 

regularly involved. Only authorized DEKRA employees have access to your data. You can be 

contacted by e-mail, post or telephone for the above-mentioned purposes. In addition, your 

data will only be used anonymously for administrative and statistical purposes and for reporting 

purposes. 

All user actions in the DEKRA Serviceportal are stored with account data and time stamps and 

kept for 3 months in order to be able to trace the origin, delete or modify data records in the 

event of a dispute. Especially with regard to the manual document upload by the customer, it 

is relevant to log who uploaded the files, since DEKRA does not know the contents. 

If errors occur in the DEKRA Serviceportal App, they are stored locally on the device. Only 

information that is necessary to identify and correct the error is recorded. You can send this 

error report manually from the settings menu of the app to a central point at DEKRA. Your 

account data, the error type, the error description, the app version, the device manufacturer, 

the device model, the device type (smartphone/tablet), the device UUID, the operating system, 

the version of the operating system and the connection status are transmitted to DEKRA. You 

are free to delete the error reports from the device at any time and not to send them to DEKRA. 

The DEKRA Serviceportal App requires authorizations which are queried in the app so that it 

can be used in full. For more information about the authorizations, see the relevant app stores. 

You issue the authorizations only for using the functions within the DEKRA Serviceportal App 

and can revoke them at any time in the device settings. 

Your personal data will not be made available to third parties at any time, unless you have 

given your effective consent. 

Your data will only be stored in the DEKRA Serviceportal for the duration of the business 
relationship with you. Of course, you also have the option of having your data deleted at any 
time within this period. After the end of the business relationship, your customer data will only 
continue to be stored for the duration of any storage rights and/or obligations relevant to 
DEKRA. Your account in the electronic DEKRA Serviceportal will be closed after the end of 
the existing business relationship with you. 
 



You have the right of access (Art. 15 DSGVO), rectification (Art. 16 DSGVO) or deletion (Art. 
17 Para. 1 DSGVO) or limitation of processing (Art. 18 DSGVO), objection (Art. 21 DSGVO) 
and data transferability (Art. 20 DSGVO). Furthermore, there is a right of appeal to the 
responsible data protection supervisory authority, the "State Commissioner for Data Protection 
and Freedom of Information Baden-Württemberg". The contact details of DEKRA's data 
protection officer are: Konzerndatenschutz@dekra.com. 


